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Abstract: This work proposes a technique of presenting a system model of a subject area in 

the form of a category of processes. The rule of synthesis of self-organizing structure of 

process models is proposed. It is shown that the sequence of process decomposition 

compositions has the property of fractal transformations (self-like). The core of these 

transformations are commutative triangles that define the structure of interacting processes 

in composition-decomposition. Such structures have been shown to retain the properties of 

self-organization in accordance with the laws of the required diversity of the EShBI. The 

possibility of building a number of identical formal algorithms of control of integrity of the 

structure of initial processes, in case of violation of which "external" control is required, is 

shown. The proposed transformation is demonstrated by the example of synthesis of the 

self-organizing process of the agreement, the architecture of whichб is defined in ISO/IEC 

15288 standard "System Engineering." Polycubic data organization for a software system 

is proposed herein. 

Keywords: software system; category theory; subject area; structural analysis and 

synthesis; formal model; system engineering standards; data processing and transmission; 

fractal 

1 Introduction 

At present, automated processing, transfer and use of personnel reserve data using 

software allows the enterprise not to find itself in a situation of shortage of 

personnel, upon dismissal or transfer of employees, which significantly increases 

the level of competitiveness of the organization. In these cases, the tool for 
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improving the processing, transmission and use of personnel reserve data is 

intelligent content, which allows to formalize and structure data of enterprise 

specialists forming this reserve for further multidimensional analysis of data. 

Intellectual content in this article refers to a set of information objects, data of 

human capital of an enterprise, their connections, characteristics, parameters 

preserving knowledge about the subject area under study. 

Human capital is the amount of accumulated knowledge and skills, motivation and 

energy that can be used, for a certain period of time, to realize the objectives of 

the production of goods and services [1]. 

The filling of intelligent content forms data and knowledge of the personnel 

reserve of the enterprise. In turn, the personnel reserve is a group of data on 

specialists potentially seeking a leadership position, passed competitive selection 

and individual training [2]. 

At the same time, in the process of forming intelligent content there is a problem 

related to the use of two interrelated business processes of personnel reserve and 

personnel agency (for example, educational institutions). Considering the 

information objects of two interrelated business processes (on the example of a 

personnel reserve and a personnel agency), it is possible to use the standard 

ISO/IEC 15288 "System Engineering" most common in system engineering, 

which allows to formalize and structure intelligent content and relations between 

the objects in question on the example of agreement processes [3]. 

It is possible to solve the current theoretical and practical problem related to the 

creation of a fully decentralized platform on which business processes are carried 

out. Namely, the application of Blockchain technology, which allows to improve 

business processes, as well as to create a single language of communication. And, 

as a result, the complex problem of big data analytics, categories of information 

objects - software modules, ensuring the functioning of real and virtual objects 

with information processes taking into account their mutual relations. In solving 

these problems, this study used the results of the works of prominent authors, 

including D. Gordon [4], J. Zahman [5], K. Lockira [6], in the field of application 

of topos models and category theory - R. Goldblatt [7], Z. Zhang [8], W. J. Xie 

[8], Y. I. Yang [8], G. Sun [8], Y.-Q. Gao [8] et al. [9-11]. 

2 Interaction of Considered Objects of Agreement 

Processes using Category Theory 

One of the fundamental concepts of the methodology of designing information 

systems is the concept of the life-cycle of its software, which is regulated by a 

number of normative documents. The main ones are international standards 
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ISO/IEC 12207 and ISO/IEC 15288. The software lifecycle structure is divided 

into three process groups: core, support, and organizational processes, each with 

specific tasks, inputs, solution methods, and results. In the very life-cycle of the 

software, the results of the subsequent stage may necessitate a change in the 

solutions of earlier stages, i.e. a recursion component is present. The following 

categorical approach makes it possible to describe all processes under 

administrative regulations for absolutely all stages using the Chomsky hierarchy. 

As a result, we come to structuring the relations of objects, in the form of 

functional relations. With further allocation of objects inside large objects, we get 

reduction of unstructured part in them and increase of the general structured part 

of the subject area according to certain rules, which allows to maximize 

traceability and identification in automated processes [12] up to the whole chain 

of relations and a specific performer. The properties of ambivalence of 

relationships - transactions between virtual objects in the information environment 

are determined both by the specific objects and by the properties of the 

environment itself. 

Using the formalization proposed in [12, 13] ISO/IEC 15288 "System 

Engineering" each stage can be represented as a process category. When 

considering the agreement process, causes and consequences can be used 

symmetrically. 

The state of the object as a whole in the investigated category can be defined in 

terms of its "mixed" real and virtual states (Figure 1) [14]. 

Real state Virtual state

Addition of the real 

state

Addition of the virtual 

state

Object 

"Retraction" 

 

Figure 1 

"Mixed" state of the object (similar to cubit) 
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Applying the rules of the international standard of system engineering 

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288, we can formalize the main components, and accounting 

objects can be represented by different categories of information objects, related 

relations, with the relations between virtual objects and real objects expressed by 

the symbolic model of the data warehouse and define the structure [14]. 

The system goes through certain stages during its life (the life-cycle (LC) model 

should consist of stages) [15]. Phase - a period within the LC system that refers to 

the status of the system description or to the system itself. The stages are 

associated with significant changes in the life of the system, consistent with the 

passage of milestones in its development throughout the LC. The LC model may 

include one or more stage models and is assembled as a sequence of stages that 

may overlap or repeat depending on the application of the system in question, its 

size, complexity, varying needs and capabilities. Life-cycle stages form the 

structural basis for detailed modeling of life-cycles of the system using typical 

processes of its life-cycle. Each stage represents meaningful progress and 

achievement of planned stages of system development throughout the entire life-

cycle and gives rise to critical decisions regarding inputs and outputs. These 

solutions are used by organizations to address uncertainties and risks directly 

associated with costs, timelines, and functionality in creating or implementing the 

system. In this way, the stages provide the organization with a structure of works, 

in which the management of the enterprise has a high ability to review and 

monitor the project and technical processes. The relationship between life-cycle 

processes can be represented as a diagram in Figure 2 [15]. 

 

Figure 2 

The scheme of communications between processes of life-cycle of system 
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The formula is presented as an example of the relationship between technical 

processes: 

, , , , , , , , , ,tot tpa tpa res com ver per val f to ispTP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP  ,   (1) 

1 2 3
{ , , }tot tot tot totTP TP TP TP , …, 1 2 3

{ , , }isp isp isp ispTP TP TP TP  

Note that formula 1 defines the relationship between technical processes as an 

ordered set. 

Thus, technical processes form, a class of objects, for each pair of objects of 

which and 2TP  a plurality of morphisms 1 2( , )Hom TP TP  are defined, for each pair 

of which (morphisms), for example 1 2( , )TPg Hom TP TP  and 

2 3( , )TPf Hom TP TP their composition 1 3( , )TP TPg f Hom TP TP  is defined. 

Technical processes form a category of sets [16]. 

The relationship between the life-cycle processes of the system can be represented 

as a diagram in Figure 1, where: 

– organizational processes – , , , ,spr inv gcs rs kchPP PP PP PP PP PP ;               (2) 

– project processes – , , , , , ,sppr oc ctrl rs rsk cfg inPPR PPR PPR PPR PPR PPR PPR PPR ;  (3) 

– technical processes 
, , , , , ,

, , , ,
tot tpa tpa res com ver per

val f to isp

TP TP TP TP TP TP TP TP

TP TP TP TP




;  (4) 

  – agreement processes – ,pr poPS PS PS .     (5) 

From the studies carried out [15, 17, 18] we can conclude that there is a display of 

categories of sets, preserving the structure of these categories-sets. I.e. the 

relationship between life-cycle processes, in light of the provisions of the system 

engineering methodology, is described by functionaries that match an object of 

one category with an object of another category. 

Let some object be highlighted and designated by the term. As a rule, a new object 

is compared to already known objects, and its information model is formed as a 

set of comparison of information models of previously known objects. At the 

same time the model of the new subject area for this object will be built on the 

basis of the subject area of the object that became known first. As a result, 

knowledge of the subject area including the object will be structured as a set of 

properties of the first selected object and a sequence of changes of subject areas of 

subsequent objects. It turns out that previously selected objects are more 

privileged with respect to subsequent objects of the subject area, because models 

of these objects are constructed by changing the model of already known objects. 

At the same time, the sequence of selecting objects is the will of the case. When 

you try to select the object that is best suited as the first, you find it most 
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convenient to use as its image some idealized, average object of that subject area, 

the model of which is replaced by a set of variables describing the objects of the 

subject area. Selecting a set of variables to describe subject area objects and 

selecting valid values for these variables is largely arbitrary. However, it is this 

choice that will further determine the limits of the applicability of its model [15, 

19]. 

Thus, the agreement process consists of the acquisition process and the delivery 

process. At the same time the process is symmetrical, the acquiring side can act 

both sides at the same time. Using the informational approach, to formalize the 

subject area, are the categories of objects and the relationships between them. That 

is, the category can be represented by a plurality of subject area objects and a 

plurality of relationships there between [12]. 

Consider the basic positions of category theory [20, 21] to simulate this process. 

We will use the following symbols: agreement processes PS , acquisition 

processes PSpr , delivery processes PSpo  (Figure 3). 

Let's highlight PS  the acquisition PSpr  and delivery agreement processes PSpo  

into separate categories and subcategories, which consist of process objectives, 

process activities, and result [12]. Consider the interaction of subcategories within 

which information objects result in a communicative triangle by category and 

individual subcategories. 

According to ISO/IEC 15288 "System Engineering," the agreement process 

consists of acquisition processes and delivery processes [22, 23]. 

This category PS  forms a class of objects with a given relation for any pairs 

)pr(PS, PSpr  and )pr(PS, PSpo whose relationships are defined by a set of 

morphisms: 1 2 1 2, , , .f f p p  

By treating agreement processes PS  as interrelated acquisition PSpr  and supply 

processes PSpo , the interaction process can be represented by a Cartesian work 

pr pog:PS PS PS  , where g  is the only morphism expressed as a result of the 

agreement process. Note that these operations comply with the rules of formal 

logic. 
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prPS pr poPS PS poPS

PS

1p 2p

2f1f g

 

Figure 3 

Simplified diagram of the commutative triangle of the agreement process 

Thus, the agreement process is formalized as morphisms, and the result of 

interaction of information objects can be represented by a Cartesian pr poPS PS  

product with morphisms 1 pr po prp :PS PS PS    and 

2 pr po pop :PS PS PS    such that for any object with PS morphisms 

1 : prf PS PS and 2 : pof PS PS  there exists a single morphism 

pr pog:PS PS PS   in which a diagram in the form of a commutative triangle 

is highlighted, where: 

 – Сartesian product 

g – is the morphism resulting from the process, 

Applying the logical convolution of the semantic model of the subject area under 

study [22], which also contains contradictions relations, we come to their 

formalization in the form of logical Descartes squares. 

Using the research of N. A. Vasilyev [14] of the transition from a logical square to 

a logical triangle, which reflects the Associative Law of Composition between 

three vertices "all pairs of judgements-opposites cannot be simultaneously true, 

but can simultaneously be false," [8], we come to the expediency of applying the 

Law of Necessary Ashby Variety for two vertices. For example, two of any 

vertices must have a relationship on the principle of their superposition (nesting, 

while maintaining and as holistic objects). But simultaneously, relationships 

between objects can also be "private" (separable), when one object is part of 

another, then integrity retains one object and the other object is a complement to 

the first or vice versa, with the superposition property stored for only one object. 

Thus, to combine associative relations and "private" relations it is possible to use 

the principle of decomposition of logic triangles, selection of "virtual" objects - 

internal for the considered "large" triangle. It is obvious that additions will appear 

as new associative (relative to the sides of the triangle) and private as additions. 
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These are Rombs (essentially the logical squares of Descartes). This separation 

logic is well seen on the semantic triangle. To eliminate such potential 

contradictions, the logical structure of the subject area model should be 

complemented by cybernetic squares for self-organization. Thus, it is possible to 

obtain a structure of an open, consistent, self-organized controlled meta-module of 

an AIC subject area. In the application aspect, this can be realized by a two-step 

procedure: 1) finding conflicting squares; 2) elimination of detected contradictions 

by building metamodel with additional squares to cybernetic control system with 

feedback. 

Consider the following separate subcategory: the acquisition process prPS , which 

consists of three components (Figure 4): 

1) Acquisition process purposes 1 1
1{ }.prPS pr  

2) Activities in the acquisition process  2 2 2
1 8,..., .prPS pr pr  

3) Result of process of acquisition  3 3 3
1 7,..., .prPS pr pr  

1
prPS 1 2

pr prPS PS
2
prPS

prPS

1p 2p

2f


1f


3
prPS

'1 '3
pr prPS PS

'3 '2
pr prPS PS

3f


3p

4p 5p

6p

2g 3g

1g

 

Figure 4 

Purchase process commutative triangle 

The interaction of information objects 1
prPS  and 2

prPS , can be represented by a 

Cartesian work 1 2
pr prPS PS  – with morphisms 1 2 '1

1 pr pr prp :PS PS PS  and 

1 2 '2
2 pr pr prp :PS PS PS  such that for any information object prPS with 
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morphisms ' 1
1 pr prf :PS PS and ' 2

2 ,pr prf :PS PS there is a single 

morphism 1 2
1 pr pr prg :PS PS PS   which is defined by a commutative diagram. 

Similarly, the interaction of objects with morphisms is considered, 
'1 '3 "1

3 pr pr prp :PS PS PS  and '1 '3 "3
4 pr pr prp :PS PS PS   in which for any object 

prPS with morphisms ' 1
1 pr prf :PS PS and ' 3

3 pr prf :PS PS , there is a single 

morphism '1 '3
2 pr pr prg :PS PS PS  that is defined by a commutative diagram. 

In the same way, the interaction of objects '3 '2
pr prPS PS  with morphisms 

'3 '2 "3
5 pr pr prp :PS PS PS  and '3 '2 "2

6 pr pr prp :PS PS PS  such that for any object 

prPS with morphisms ' 2
2 pr prf :PS PS and ' 3

3 pr prf :PS PS , there is a single 

morphism '3 '2
3 pr pr prg :PS PS PS   that is defined by a commutative diagram. 

As a result, the acquisition process can be represented as a Cartesian product of 

the following projections: 

1 ' 2 ' '1 " '3 ' '3 " '2 "( ( ( ( ( (pr pr pr pr pr pr prPS PS ) PS ) PS ) PS ) PS ) PS )         (6) 

Similarly, the interaction of delivery process objects is discussed. The result can 

be represented as a Cartesian product, and if the result is an independent quantity, 

it can be intermediate. This allows you to identify the dependence of a recursive 

point on one another. In other words, if the goal changes, you can predict the 

result, and information objects are represented as categories, and the ratio of the 

transition from one stage to another is represented as morphisms. 

The pattern of forming a multiple Descartes square for the subject area under 

study and their decomposition in terms of formal logic and category theory is 

shown in Figure 5. 

When considering agreement processes where the acquisition process prPS , the 

delivery process poPS , each presented as categories, object interactions can be 

represented by a set of Cartesian works: 

1 2 '1 '3 '3 '2 1 2

'1 '3 '3 '2

, , , ,

,

pr pо pr pr pr pr pr pr po po

po po po po

PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS

PS PS PS PS

      

  
   (7) 
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Task 1z1 Task 1z3 Task 1z2 

Pk3

Pk2Pk1

EXIST

For the task of Zi 
there will be a 
decision of Pkj

It will be 

There is not a task 

of Z Pkj presently 

to time

For the task of Zi

 нетPk presently to 

time

There will be Pkj 

for the task of Zi 

HIDDEN 

INTERCOMMUNICATIONS

STRUCTURE

SUBJECT DOMAIN (SD)

GREAT NUMBER OF OBJECTS (GО)

{SD}€GО 

Zi+1 =φ (Zi, Pkj) 

ALL TASKS
(not intersecting)

THERE IS GREAT

 NUMBER

 PC for

 decisions of tasks

DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

(necessary condition for forming of virtual objects, tasks and PC)

AT THE SAME TIME

 

Figure 5 

A scenario diagram for forming a multiple Descartes square and decomposing them 

Obviously, the agreement process in this case can be represented by the formula: 

),(pr po po prPS PS PS PS PS     .     (8) 

Similarly, the acquisition process prPS can be represented by the formula: 

1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1

3 2 2 3

), ( ) , ), ( ) ,

), (

pr pr pr pr pr pr pr pr pr

pr pr pr pr

PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS

PS PS PS PS

       

   
 (9) 

And the delivery process poPS  with the formula: 

1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1

3 2 2 3

),( ) , ),( ) ,

),(

po po po po po po po po po

po po po po

PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS PS

PS PS PS PS

       

   

              (10) 

Thus, the interaction between different categories can be described as a 

functionary based on the Cartesian works presented above. 
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In a category prPS , any object will appear in the category objects poPS  that 

follow: 

1 1 2 2

3 3

Hom Hom , Hom .

Hom

pr po pr po pr po

pr po

f (PS ,PS )   {f (PS ,PS ) f (PS ,PS )

f (PS ,PS )}.

  


 

It also describes how to display objects in a category poPS : 

1 1

2 2

3 3

Hom Hom ,

Hom

Hom

pr po pr po

pr po

pr po

g (PS ,PS )   {g (PS ,PS )

g (PS ,PS ),

g (PS ,PS )}.

 





 

Similarly, the "Cartesian product" is described, because we will consider it as a 

new object: 

Hom

Hom ),

Hom ,

pr po po

po po pro

pr po po pro

f (PS PS ,PS ), 

g (PS ,PS  PS   

f g (PS PS PS PS ).

 

 

  

 

Thus, we get that objects in categories are determined by interaction of 

functionators. Here we can use the Descartes square, where the composition of the 

above two processes g , indicated, is a direct mapping of the given agreement 

process to the result. The result of the process can be considered as a composition 

of the product of goals and activities. It turns out to be another triangle. At the 

same time, the goal cannot be achieved in one way only. Applying the principle of 

the necessary diversity of the Ashby [7], according to which, there cannot be the 

same relations between objects, there must be additional ways to achieve results, 

we get additional squares in the diagram. In other words, the Descartes square will 

be determined by the Ashby principle of necessary diversity [2]. These charts 

satisfy the provisions of the topos, which allows to infer the dependence of, for 

example, this point on another, by changing the result, for this purpose we 

determine what needs to be changed for the purposes that in the activity, or we do 

not change the goals, but only the activity. 

It is obtained from the parameters described above, the process can be considered 

in the form of a combined process and for it the obtained conclusions are fair. 

That is, the agreement process can be represented by a hierarchical set of nested 

processes. the dependence of y=f is fair (x, y) => y =f (x, f (x, y)), the self-

similarity of large-scale invariancy turns out (fractals). In other words, the 

software system has many variants of development, and the state of the system is 

determined by the place in which it is currently located. 
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The presented rule of synthesis of self-organizing structure of agreement process 

is based on decomposition - composition of objects-processes by logical addition 

of fractals in the form of commutative triangles into squares of Descartes and 

further into Cartesian polyhedron. 

When designing a software complex, we will divide it into categories of objects 

from which it will consist. Given that fractal relations can be established between 

them. We can understand that once established relation between categories in the 

form of a functionary, will determine functionary relations. We get many 

functionaries, which we highlight as a separate category. For instance, relations 

between fractal elements are built at the level of categorical relationship [3, 18]. 

Thus, sub-objects constituting a fractal can be described as functionary 

relationships, i.e. elements of different categories belong to each other via a 

functionator. As a result, the categories are related to each other by a self-

similarity relation for a particular subject area. 

Fractal in this case acts no geometric place of points, but as a categorical fractal. 

We will understand the certain categorical object connected by some similarity as 

a fractal, the similarity is connected by versatility, multi-hierarchy, self-similarity. 

In terms of category theory, fractal properties will satisfy certain conditions. In 

this case, each object is a software module, the lower the chain, the greater the 

number of relationships (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 

Diagram of relationships between different object categories 
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The software is built modulo; this is called a communication vector. We propose 

the following method: the method of building relationships for further software 

development and design, i.e. relationships between modules [7, 15]. 

3 Polycubic Model of Data 

Based on the identified patterns and for ease of presentation of information, it is 

advisable to present it in the form of multidimensional cubes, the dimensions of 

which will be the values of attributes of subject areas. Given the constant 

expansion of the data set, together with the preservation of control, we come to the 

possibility of building a complex of related registers (in time), including a lot of 

data received from the outside, i.e. the constant appearance of new virtual objects, 

which at the next iteration of the system construction become internal. We can 

talk about the digital twin model control subsystem. The principle of 

multidimensional models is based on the OLAP concept. OLAP technologies are 

focused on complex analytical tasks. Figure 7 shows a polycubic olap model for a 

complex analytical task built by the user. The OLAP model consists of data 

sources, DataStore, OLAP cubes, and result presentation [24, 25, 28]. The 

characteristics of the OLAP model include: the power, dimension, volume of the 

hypercube, where the power of the hypercube is the product of the power of its 

measurements, and the volume of the hypercube is the product of the power of the 

cube and the number of indicators. 

 

Figure 7 

Building a Cube Based on Polycubic Data Organization 
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 1 2 3, 4, , ,..., nU U U U U U  - set of measurements of a polycube; 

 1 2 3, , ,..., 1,...,
iU i i i siM m m m m i n    - set of tags of measurement iU ; 

1 1
...

nu u uM M M M      - set of tags of a polycube; 

 123 223, ,..., muiZ Z Z Z  - a plurality of cells with measurements of a polycube. 

In polycubic data organization, a multidimensional database is represented by 

several hypercubes, with different dimensions and dimensions. Each cell is a 

category, the relationship between them is functional. As a result, we can use 

different intersection points for different needs. For example, the time vector can 

be applied to call a module of this year or a previous one. This ensures traceability 

and repeatability of the output results. When considering the vector 

"competences," it is possible to pick, regardless of training, any new set of 

competences. 

Using a polycubic data model will allow to define hypercubes with different 

dimensions and with different measurements as their faces [26]. 

Let's consider the hypercube construction option, for which we will produce the 

necessary conversion of the data stored in the database tables. For example, in 

order to improve performance when building a hypercube, we find unique 

elements stored in columns that will be measurements of the hypercube. Records 

that have the same dimension values are pre-aggregated. To create hypercube 

slices, you must define the coordinates (actual measurement values) for the table 

entries and define the entries. Actions are divided into two stages - according to 

the given classification of attributes. For identification and functional attributes, it 

is possible to create a table of unique values on the basis of which the 

measurement will be built. Depending on the type of business processes to be 

integrated, we define an integration rule. For formalized attributes, based on the 

set semantic dependencies between accounting object types, define an integration 

rule. 

The transformations are schematically shown in Figure 8. We define keywords 

(phrases), draw up a table of the accuracy of variants of their combinations 

satisfying the semantic rule (by the function of belonging) and as in the case of 

formalized attributes we build a table of unique values. Instead of a single table, 

we get the equivalent of a normalized database. Define the coordinates for the 

measurement values by renumbered the element values. Lists of measurement 

values are pre-sorted alphabetically within a single dimension [15]. 
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Figure 8 

Example of formation Olap-cub 

4 Information Support of the Subject Area under 

Consideration based on the Data Warehouse 

Using theoretical-multiple models of agreement processes, an information and 

analytical system (IAS) scheme based on data repositories was built (Figure 5). 

IAS is characterized by the following parameters: use of various database 

management systems (Oracle, MySQL, etc.), modern storage tools (Data 

Warehouse), application of Online Transaction Processing (OLTP), On-line 

Analytical Processing (OLAP), Data Mining, etc. 

As a result of IAS use, users (decision-makers, analysts, experts) receive an 

effective tool for selection, analysis of candidates for personnel reserve, as well as 

generation of data on personnel reserve, presented in tabular and graphical form. 

This IAS provides centralized collection, storage, updating, structuring, 

systematization, integration, processing and consolidated analysis of diverse data 

of candidates of personnel reserve [16, 17]. 
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In IAS subsystems comply with the following principles: 

– Razvivayemost; 

– Construction blochnost; 

– Certain independence of individual subsystems and their databases (DB); 

– Correction of functional part, etc. 

The main data for the DB is the candidate data directory, which has full 

information about the candidate, the name of the table in which the key figures are 

stored, the key figure group code to which the key figure belongs, the key figure 

to the sub-indicators, the key figure unit code, the frequency of the key figure 

presentation and the field with the comment for the key figure. The knowledge 

base contains rules of the algorithm of the program operation, described by means 

of categories of sets. 

External sources of data are: state authorities (Ministries of Labor and Social 

Protection, local administration of the city and district, etc.), cooperating 

organizations (employment centers, universities, enterprises, etc.), higher 

authorities (holdings, corporations, etc.). 

The use of a formal description of information objects in the language of category 

theory helps to increase the formality of the subject area, opening up new 

opportunities to identify problems [26, 27]. 

When forming storage of data, the separate objects expressed by categories of 

users, categories of program modules can be considered, the relations between 

them will be defined by functors. This allows data and knowledge to be stored in a 

single place. Thus, the problem of data and knowledge separation in processing 

and transmission is solved. 

Conclusions 

Invention proposes a rule for synthesis of a self-organizing structure, of an 

agreement process, based on sequential decomposition - composition of process 

objects in the form of commutative triangles into Descartes squares and further 

into Cartesian polyhedron. We can say that for all elementary structures the rules 

of formal logic, parametric control of the state of processes are preserved. The 

structure of the agreement process itself is synthesized by the scheme above. This 

makes it possible to apply decentralization-based technologies - the use of 

blockchain, and eventually the development of a fully decentralized platform on 

which business processes are carried out. Taking into account the above-

mentioned studies, built on a strict mathematical basis, the prerequisites for 

creating a single communication language are created. Moreover, all this is 

represented as a system of equations derived from a formal software model. This 

method of transition to a quantitative mono-variant description of information 

processes and the application of the requirements of ISO / IEC 15288 standard, 
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allows one to link each stage of the life-cycle of the developed information 

analytical system by introducing recursion, recursively searching for the optimal 

solution of subtasks, performing a similar sequence of actions. The Olap cube was 

built on the basis of polycubic data organization. 

The Application of the method of semantic differentials of C. Osgood, for 

processing and presentation of information, in relation to stages of the process 

under consideration, provides the possibility for building the required functions of 

belonging. 
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